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In the clntext of an employment relationship,I present an argunlent suggesting that it is more efficientfor the bossto own the productiae assets.The
idea is that a conflict betweenproductiaity and depreciationis internalized
if the player decidingwhat an assetis usedfor also has residualclaims. An
empirical testfinds eaidenceconsistentwith this. By asking whether the boss
should own the assets,the paper reaersesthe reasoningfrom the literature
in which it is argued that the owner has pozaerand thus is the boss.

t .

INtRooucrroN

In employment relationships, the owner of the company most often
owns the productive assets used by employees (Holmstrom, 1999).1
There are some exceptions to this, mostly in cases where only one
operator uses the asset (examples include chefs owning knives, hairdressers owning scissors, auto mechanics owning tools, and salespeople owning cars). However, these exceptions are so few that the
Internal Revenue Service (U.S. Department of the Treasury,7990) lists
nonownership of assets as one of twenty diagnostic criteria for identifying employee status.
Crossman and Hart (1986) and Hart and Moore (1990) offer one
explanation for this stylized fact. They show that ownership confers bargaining power and therefore furthers investment incentives
under incomplete contracting. In a logically independent, but consistent, step, they then define boss as the player owning the asset. A
broader story is told by Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994), who look at
I am grateft-rl for comments by two anonymous referees, Oliver Hart, Duncan Simester,
and Dan Spulbea as well as seminar participants at Duke, Harvard, Iowa, MIT, and
Washington University. The usual disclaimer applies.
1. In many examples the manager is the agent of the owners, but we will follow the
literature and defer this complication for later study.
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asset ownership as an elernent of incentive systems for multitasking
agents' They argue that several dimensions of these incentive systems
can be expected to covary, and define an employee as an agent who
is subject to a " firm" incentive system. This iystem is again defined
by sevcral characteristics, but one of them is that the emlloyer owns
the assets.
While these explanations generally are perceived as somewhat
differcnt, they have a very similar p".rp".tive on the function of
asset ownership. In fact, Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994, p.975) cite
Crossman, I{art, and Moore in arguing that ownership .or,f"r, incentives because it gives ex post bargaining power. so the idea in the
literatrrre is that.ownership gives power u.,d thut this power, among
other things (Holmstrom and Milgrom, 1994,p.989),justifies affixin[
the boss label to the owner.
In the present paper, I examine the linkage in reverse. Assuming
that a player has the right to give orders about asset use, I show that
this player is also likely to have residual claims on (own) the assets.
The argtrment revolves around the externality between the productivity and depreciation of the asset. The idea is that if the manager also
has residual clairns on an asset and thus bears the costs of dlpreciation, she can take them into account when deciding how the asset is
us ed.
I assume that the parties can contract on measures of depreciation and show that ownership can be a substitute for contracti, such
that a player whose actions have a less contractible effect on depreciation is more likcly to own the asset. similarly, I show that playeis who
a greater effect on depreciation are more likely to own ihe asset.
!?""
This implies that the manager is more likely to have residual claims
on assets that are used by several employees. The theory depends on
unforeseen contingencies, but has the appealing property thai residual
claims have a role even if the parties can contiu.t o.r dollar payoffs.2
The model is presentecl and analyzed in section 2, and some
ernpirical evidencc is offered in Section 3. The results are summ arized
ancl related to the theory of the firm in Section 4.
2.

Tn e ExTeR NALITY ARGUMENT

This section develops the model, concentrating on an example with
two players and a single asset. A manager requires a service from a
2. It has_been argued that other theories_9!9qne,r.ship are vulnerable to the
ability
to write sttch contracts (Maskirr arrd Tirole,1999a,b; Flarf and Moore, 1999; Werncrfeli,
19 8 9 ) .
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physical asset,but needs an employee to operate the asset.The players
must agree on a contract before the manager tells the employee what
specific service she wants.3 The employee can use the asset to produce
a single service drawn from a very large set A. The set A is known
ex ante, but only some of its elements will turn out to be feasible.
Associated with each feasible service is the level of activity, a € R,
that it reqttires. Conversely, for any real a, It is known that there will
be a feasible service corresponding to that a. To keep the analysis
simple, I assume that all payoff-relevant implications of any specific
service can be summarizedby two functions of a. The benefits, which
accrue to the manager, are given by B(a), and the depreciation, which
is borne by the owner of the asset, is given by D(a). While the players
do not ex ante know the set of feasible services, they know that there
will be frontier along which the monetary equivalent of the benefit
is B(a), while the depreciation costs are D(a). After contracting, the
manager learns the identity of the feasible set of services, while the
employee only iearns the identity of the specific element, indexed by
a*, that he is asked to provide.
Assume that the B(a), D(a) frontier is stochastic, so that the benefits of incurring higher depreciation costs are ex ante uncertain. To
keep the exposition as transparent as possibie, I will use very simple functional forms for B(a) and D(a). Specifically, the benefits are
assumed to be a realization of

8&- N (0, cf),
B : (1 * e)a - Lo',
and the depreciationis a realizationof
D : 6oa - Q *m * ad,

ea - N( 0, oj) ,

(1)

Q o, 6^ € R'*,

( 2)

where nz is the level of effort the employee puts into maintenance. The
parameters 6o and $* reflect the extent to which depreciation is sensitive to the level of activity chosen by the boss and the maintenance
effort of the emplovee
The realization of the benefit noise e6 is the most important
uncertainty, affecting the relative efficiency of different values of a.
In particular, when e, is higher, it is efficient to incur higher depreciation costs. I assume that the set of feasible services reveals e6 and e6
to the boss, and that any element of this set reveals a and e, to the
employee. The trade-off between depreciation and benefits is illustrated in Figure 1, where the arrows indicate the effects of different
realizations of ea and e6, taking into account that a large e, makes a
larger a and thus a larger D attractive.
3. This arrangement is consistent with the model of Wernerfelt (7997) in which an
employment relationship is well suited to adaptation under uncertainty.
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FIGURE 1, THE BENEFIT- DEPRECIATION FRONT/ER
To make clear that the argument does not depend
on multitask_
i.g, I assume that the emproyee's effort costs
c depend only on main_
tenance efforts and not on the level of productive
activities, a:
g - Lrnf.
(3)
The employee may still care about a, because
he may bear deprecia_
tion costs, but as he does not know the set of feasible
services himself,
he has to learn about them from the boss.
Assunrc that the players may contract on the following
verifiable
measures of activity level and efforts:
X,r:

a *

En,

x,n:m*€ttu

r, - N (0 ,o :)
em - l/(0, aj,).

(4)
(5)

The contractibility of xo, together with the construction
of B(a) and
D(a), gives the players theluitity to contract
on (dollar) payoffs in
spite of the unforeseen contingencies. The results
d'o
rJq.iire that
co, ar, > 0, so payoffs may be perfectly contractible. "ot
I restrict attention to linear contracts, such that
the employee,s
gross pay is the sum of
so-uoxn*p

(6)

and
S^:
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(Holmstrom and Milgrom ,1987). The linearity will help keep the analysis transparent, but the intuition behind the results does not depend
on this feature.
In this model the owner of the asset is the residual claimant,
the player who bears the depreciation costs D. I use the parameter
I € [0, 1] to indicate the degree to which the employee owns the
asset. To keep the analysis simpler, I treat ownership as a continuous
variable. For reasons outside the model, it may be reasonable to think
of tr as a latent variable determining discrete ownership for some
critical value. However, the continuous results are interesting, and,
much as in the franchising literature (Bhattacharyya and Lafontaine,
7gg5), the results will suggest that an intermediate value may be the
best way to balance incentives.
Using the notation of the model, the sequence of events and the
information structure is as follows:

0 . The players agree on a contract (oto,Q*, B) and allocate asset ownership (I).
1 . The manager learns the set of feasible services and the realizations
of e6, e,1.
2. The manager requests a specific service indexed by o*.
3. The employee learns a* and e4, aftd selects ln.
4. The random variables en and am ate realized.
5. P ayoffs s o1s, , , I D, ( 1- I ) D, B, and C ar e m ade.
This extensive form assumes that the original contract is binding
for both players. Neither can opt out, and there is no possibility of
renegotiatio., o. reallocation of ownership. Given this, the employee's
problem is to maximize the expected utility of

a n x o *B + a * x ^ - i * ' - I ( O ^ a- 0 ^ m *
").

(8)

For given a, ty, s4, Afld independent t'S, standard results give us the
ex interim certainty equivalent of (8) as
d,nffi* B + aoa - I *'

- I kb, a - 6^m - t )

-

lr(alo|, + alol).

(e)

Therefore, by differentiation,
d*Xrr,

(7)

wlrere eo, dn,, and B are constants.
still following the literature, I assume that the
manager is risk_
neutral, while the-employees varue payments
o as -exp( -ra), r >
0. Under known, but tortured, assumptions,
the linear'contract
(6)
and (7) rnay thcn Lre optimal in a ctyrramic
version of t6e morlel

7 n *: d ^ *

(10)

0^I.

Given this behavioq, the manager wants to maximize the expectation
of
-eoa-p-a^(dn,+4rn,i)

-(1 - I)(+,a-Q,,s*-O?,,II")+(1

+ e)a-)az

( 1 1)
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Since a is chosen after e, is known, the first-order condition yields the
index of the desired service as
s'r :

t r Q o- , h n - a o * 7 1 - e o .

(12)

Tlre first-best level of activity is 1 + eo - 0n,so it is distorted upward
by ernployee ownership (A) and downrvard by the compensation (an).
The ex ante certainty equivalent of total surplus, taking into
account that the employee bears part of the risk associated with
different leveis of depreciation (generated by e6 and ea), is given by

- en - ao* D' - On- qo-f 1 + 4 tr1,n
iot
ltte,
- l4r1+,bi* cfnu,,- en* bn,a^* Q'*tr- l{o* + O,,I)'
- rful,,ol,+ alto| + ol) + ,1,2
(4r',ot+ c-h)
|

(13)

T.he optimal contract a|, a), and the optimal ownership allocation .tr*
can be found by maximization of (13). The first-order conditions yield
Qn:

* \ ' t t I I

-tn

(v

i* _

tr*4t,
7+r(tj+ot)'
(1 - I)d,,,
l

l r r' r" t2n

'

,b?,,
+ QnaI - 4r,,,ai,,

+ ,bi+ ,@lol + oil'
4,?,,

'Irivial,

(14)

(1s)
(16)

but tedious substitution now yields

pRoposrrrox

ratio l* takesualuesin the unit
t: Tlrc enqtloyeeoTr)nership
inleraul and is dccreasingin the benefitaarianceo6; decreasingin the measurement aariqnceon the actiaity leael chosenby the mannger,oa; increasing in the measurementaarianceon the employee'smaintenanceeffort, o^;
decreasingin the effectof the actiuity leael on depreciation,6o; increasing
in the efftrt of nnintenatTcecffort on dcpreciation,Q^; and decreasingin the
dcpreciationanrianceud.
The central resuit in the paper is that the employee ownership
ratio is lowcr whcn the benefit variance is larger. This means that the
externality bctween productivity and depreciation is internalized if
the manager owns the assets.Since the benefits of putting extra wear
and tear on the asset vary and only she knows the trade-off, the team
is going to implement better adjustments if she owns. The alternative
is to compens;rtc hc-r by contracting on a. However, this cannot work
perfectly, becarusethe variation in the marginal returns to a, viz. e6,is a
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risk from the perspective of the employee. Consistent with this, we see
from (12) and (14) that a* equals the first-best level when ,\ - 0. The
reason that ),. > 0 is that ownership also influences the maintenance
incentives of the employee. When these can be handled contractually,
or do not need to be handled, the model suggests that the boss should
own the asset outright. That is, A* - 0 if a,, :0 or <f,,,- 0.
The effects of errors in measurements of the manager's chosen
level of activity and the employee's maintenance effort are parallel.
They say that if the depreciation resulting from a player's decisions
becomes more contractible, the player is less likely to own the asset.
Ownership is a substitute for a contract. As an example, if my manager tells me how to use my car, she will most likely compensate
me on a per-mile basis. To the extent that miles driven are a poor
measure of depreciation caused by different uses of the car, it will be
more efficient for the manager to own the car. In the limit when the
employee's maintenance efforts are perfectly contractible, there is no
need for him to own the asset, and ,\* : 0. If the manager's activity
selections are perfectly contractible, I* < 1 because the employee still
has to be compensated for the risk brought on by
"r.
The effects of the sensitivity of depreciation to
different activity
levels and maintenance efforts are also parallel. They say that if a
player's decisions affect depreciation more, then that player is more
likely to own the asset.This effect is mentioned by Hart (1995, p. 50),
who says that the asset should be owned by the person who has the
larger influence on its depreciation. For example, ownership by the
manager is favored if the decisions she is likely to make have steep
implications for asset depreciation. At the moment, a violinist in the
Boston Symphony Orchestra owns his violin. The manager (director)
will ask the violinist to use the instrument in many different ways, but
there is little wear and tear (6o :0). In fact, the violinist is not even
compensated for any measure of depreciation, like xo in the model.
Suppose on the other hand, that the director borrowed a page from
Jimi Hendrix and occasionally asked the violinist to set fire to the
instrument. In such a case the parties would have to do one of two
things: either find a good contrictible measure of depreciation (with
low o,) or have the boss own at least part of the asset. Conversely,
if the employee has no influence on depreciation (f,,, - 0), then the
boss should own the asset.
The effect of depreciation variance simply says that the less riskaverse player is better able to absorb depreciation risks associated
with ownership. Ownership plays a subtle role in the model. As is
well known, contracting costs appear as risk costs in a model of this
type.The players' influences on depreciation, a and m, are imperfectly
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contractible, and the owner bears that part of depreciation that is not
captured by the contractual payments, so and s,r. Because the players correctly anticipate the distribution of depreciation costs, the payments are correct on an expected-value basis. For example, il the
employee owns the asset, the manager has incentives to seiect higher
valttes of a, thereby causing the asset to depreciate faster. The optimal
contracts anticipate such mean effects of the externality, compensating
a higher i by a higher an, and.thus paying the employ"" more for
-for
higher levels of a. The noncontractible depreciation costs are the (risk)
costs of the error variance in the contracts compensating owners for
depreciation. The manager could help an employ""-o*."r
by reducing the variance in depreciation, but this externality is not captured,
bccause of contracting limitations. To mitigate this problem, more of
the residual claims are allocated to the manager.
It is critical that one of the players be risk-averse. With two riskneutral players, even the linear contract (6) and (Z) can implement the
first best for any allocation of ownership. I have followed convention
and assttmed that the employee is risk-averse, while the boss is riskneutral' Since the boss often is a corporation or a wealthier individual,
this seerns a rcasonable first cut. If the boss is risk-averse, the results
are symmetric. The optimal value of 1 - A is given by the right side
of (16) with the subscripts a and re interchung"d.
For an asset uscd by u single employee, the results indicate that
some forces favor ownership by the manager and others favor ownership by the employee. Simester and Wernerfelt (2001) suggest and
empirically show that the balance of these forces changes ur th" number of operators goes up. To look at this in the context of the model,
I can scale B and D by the number of employees, n, to get

13- n(I * e)a -

to',

8a- N (0, nol)

(17)

and
D - n 4 t o q- Q , , L r ,

* e a ,a d - N ( 0 , n n l ) ,

eo, e* € R1.

(18)

In this version of the model, the share of assetsowned by the employees slrould go to zero as /t goes to infinity. Intuitively, the importance
of individual employees goes down, while the relative impoitance of
the boss remains the same. So assets that are used by seveial employees are more likely to be owned by the manager. In support oi this
result, it is interesting that almost all examples of empioyee-owned
assetsare used cxclusively bv their owner.
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EvroeNcE

I now provide some empirical support for the argument. As stated
in the premise of the paper and elsewhere, there are few examples
of productive assets owned by employees. It is even harder to find
examples of assets that only sometimes are owned by employees
(and otherwise by employers). Automobiles used by salespeople are,
however, a very good example. In a study of 457 US companies, Watson Wyatt (7997) found that sales employees owned or leased their
cars in 40/" of the cases, while the firms owned or leased them in
44% of the cases (16"/" used a combination). I will now try to see
if the theory from Section 2 can explain interfirm differences in this
area. The hypothesis is that firms are more likely to own the cars if
they need to give their salespeople more directions about what to use
them for.
I am not aware of any other studies of this particular issue, and
it is not clear what other theories of asset ownership would predict.
However, concerns about risk sharing or tax advantages would seem
to favor ownership by the firm, independent of the extent to which it
gives directions to the employee. In more interesting contrast to the
theory in the present paper, believers in the Grossman-Hart-Moore
theory would presumably predict that firms that own the cars are
more likely to give directions about how they are used (so once again
the direction of causality is reversed).
Textbooks in sales management rarely discuss this, and when
they do, the main point seems to be that firm ownership is "better,"
but only sufficiently large firms should do it (Stanton and Buskirk,
1987). The reasons given are not perfectly clear but appear to be
related to administrative economies of scale and capacity utilization.
From rent-versus-buy decisions on vacation homes and cars abroad,
it seems clear that some fixed costs are involved in ownership. However, I will not pursue that aspect here.
The determination of ownership of the cars used by salespeople
is a very good fit with the model from Section 2. The depreciation of
the cars depends on how well the drivers take care of them and how
the work requires them to be driven. Furthermore, most salespeople
are paid on a linear mileage schedule to compensate for wear and tear
on cars owned by them (Runzheimer, 7996), but the milage compensation is noisy (as witnessed by the fact that the prices of used cars
are imperfectly predicted by their odometer readings).
By looking at a single class of assets,we hold constant a number
of factors bearing on ownership. Ideally, I would like to interpret any
variation in ownership as a result of interfirm differences in the extent
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to which the firm exercisessignificant control over how the car is used
and thus how much it depreciates.
Tb pick up this variation, we conducted a survey of managers
identified in the Directory of CorporateAffiliations (7992). I randomly
selected 146 firms inVolume lV: LIS Priuate Companies,and sent a personalized letter to a rnarlager, if possible a sales manager, in each.
A cover letter stated that we were interested in identifying best practices and promised anonymity. The questionnaire tries to measure
the extent to which the firm gets invoived in the salesperson's use
of the car, by askirrg wl'rether he is instructed to visit specific customers. The precise wording is given in Table I, and the hypothesis is,
of course, that firms that often make such instructions are more likely
to own the cars used by their salespeople. (In a smaller pilot study, I
also asked whetlrer the salespeople made their own call plans. However, I did not get any variance on that item. It seems that almost all
salespeopledo this detailed scheduling themselves.)
I got 45 responses,for a response rate of 37%. Given that several
firms could not reply because they used independent sales reps, the
rcsponse rate is good for studies of this type [Wernerfelt (7997) got
25"/,,1.On item a, the mean response is 5.8, with a standard deviation
of. r.6, while on item b it was 68, with a standard deviation of 46.
As the rating on item a goes up by one point, an additional 5% of
the cars were, on the average, company-owned. Because of the nature
of the scales, we need to use the rank correlation between the two
items to test the hypothesis. Kendal's 16 is 0.279, significant at the .02
leve'l (onc-tailed test). So although it is weak, this statistical evidence
is corrsistent with the theory.
Since I only have a correlation, it is possible to read the causality
as going the other way.That is, following Grossman, Hart, and Moore,
one coulcl suggest that the data show that firms, once they provide
TABLE I.

Q u e s r r o N N A tR E
For those nrembers of your salcs force who are direct employees (as opposed to independent reps) please mark the nurnber below that best describes your opinion.
a. we often instruct individual salespeople to visit specific customers.
strongly
disagrec
723

neutral
456

strongly
agree
.7

b. What pcrcentage of them Lrse a car which is owned or leased by the company (as
opposecl to owned or leased by the employee)?
%
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company cars, are more aggressive about giving instructions. The test
does not discriminate between their theory and that presented here;
it fails to reject either. On the other hand, as soon as employer status is determined by factors beyond asset ownership, one can imagine a model with simultaneous allocation of employer-employee roles
and asset ownership. In such a model the two would then be complements. So even if the main determinant of ownership is not that
argued here, the data suggest that the manager's right to give instructions is relevant to the allocation of ownership.
4.

DIScUSSIoN

This discussion contributes to the study of ownership of productive
assets. When contracts are incomplete, the literature has identified
many functions of ownership. Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994, p. 972)
write that it helps give operators incentives to maintain the assets
they work with, Holmstrom (1999) has argued that it allows the boss
to design better incentive systems, and Grossman and Hart (1986)
and Hart and Moore (1990) have shown that it helps implement specific human-capital investments. I have here added another function,
which becomes a logical possibility once you break the definitional
link between asset ownership and the role of boss in the employment relationship. Specifically, I show that asset ownership may help
give proper incentives to the agent controlling the use of an asset (the
manager or the boss). There is, however, no reason to believe that our
understanding of the functions of ownership is complete. Much work
remains in expanding the list of factors bearing on ownership and
empirically evaluating the relative importance of the individual items
on it.
The theory has interesting implications for the definition of a
firm. In the Crossman-Hart-Moore model, the firm and its scope are
defined by u set of co-owned assets. In Holmstrom and Milgrom
(1994) and Wernerfelt (1997), it is defined by a set of agents who sell
their human asset services to a single boss under a specific contract.
Holmstrom and Milgrom define the contract as one in which, inter alia,
the employee does not own the assets, while Wernerfelt focuses on
the agreement to follow ex ante unspecified orders. The present paper
complements the latter definition of the firm by explaining the empirical covariation between the role of boss and asset ownership.
Corresponding to the different definitions of the firm are different views of the boss. In the Grossman-Hart-Moore and HolmstromMilgrom models, the boss has power (Rajan and Zingales, 1998), and
she is selected for the job because her incentives are important. In
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contrast, the model in the present paper is consistent with the more
classical view (Simon, 1951) that the role of boss reflects superior
information [much like "real authority" in Aghion and Tirole (1992)].
That is, the employment relationship is not primarily about allocating
power to give incentivcs, but about letting the best-informed player
decide.
It is possible to interpret my externality argument as saying that
the manager is making a specific investment if she chooses to use
the asset in ways that entail fewer depreciation costs. With this interpretation, the theory in the present paper almost exactly reverses the
causality of the Grossman-Flart-Moore theory. Specifically, the argument is that because she is the manager, a player is in a position to
make the specific invcstment and that this then makes it more efficient
for her to own. Grossman, Hart, and Moore start with a technologically determined need to make a specific investment, and derive the
ownership, and the organizational role as manager, from that.
On a more technical lcvel, a number of papers (Maskin and
Tirole, 1999a,b; Tirole, 1999; Wernerfelt, 7989) have taken issue with
the modcling of incomplete contracts in general and unforeseen contirrgerrcics in particular (see also Hart and Moore, 7999). The idea is
that unforeseen contingencies do not prevent the writing of contracts
on payoffs, since these take values in a known space (the real line).
This has cast doubt on the justification for incomplete contracts and
the foundation for any theory of ownership. In the present paper,
I do allow the players to write contracts on the dollar payoffs from
ex ante unforeseen services. Howevet I do not allow them to contract
on the variance in these payoffs (o6 in the model). This inefficiency
then gives a role for ownership. While it is an unpleasant feature of
this modeling technique that ownership becomes irrelevant if neither
player is risk-averse, the paper shares this drawback with much of
the literature.
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